Abstract Most complex diseases have well-established genetic and non-genetic risk factors.
Introduction
Most common complex diseases share risk factors and may be caused by interactions between genetic susceptibility and environmental exposures (such as diet, physical activity, smoking, sunlight, pollutants, and toxins). Moreover, diseases that had previously been considered etiologically independent, such as type 2 diabetes and prostate cancer or dyslipidemia and cognitive decline, are now known to involve some of the same biological pathways. Gaining a deeper understanding of the risk factors and pathways that cause common diseases will facilitate the prediction, prevention, and management of those diseases.
Variation in the nuclear genome is at the very basis of human biology, acting as a conduit through which environmental exposures, including diet, physical activity, and smoking, affect the many phenotypes of health and disease. Recent large-scale population genetic studies have revealed novel human pathobiology by highlighting pathways within which common genetic variants influence disease predisposition [1•] , with the majority of these variants conveying similar risk regardless of variation in environmental exposures. Much less is known of genetic variants whose risk is conditional on the environment (gene-environment interactions), with few adequately replicated examples published to date [2] . Aside from providing information about human biology, genetic studies can also aid in disease prediction and treatment stratification, although most instances where this is true have involved rare, monogenic diseases such as maturity-onset diabetes of the young [3] , phenylketonuria [4] , and nonsmall-cell lung carcinoma [5] . The objective to achieve similar successes for complex diseases like type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease (CVD), and common cancers is being aggressively pursued by investigators around the globe.
To discover and confirm joint risk factors, pathways, and gene-environment interactions will likely require single, large prospective cohort studies within which exposures and phenotypes have been well characterized. Moreover, it is quite plausible that gene-environment interactions that convey the largest effects will be those that involve genetic variants that are relatively rare (i.e. effect allele frequencies<0.05 %), as gene-environment interactions that are common and of large effect magnitudes are likely to have already been detected in previous studies. Identifying rare gene variants and their interactions will likely require very large sample sizes, but such effects may be more detectable in low-admixture populations where strong founder effects are present [6•] , several of which reside in Scandinavia.
Scandinavia hosts some of the world's premier medical biobanks and databases, amongst which those in northern Sweden are some of the largest and most extensively characterized (http://bbmri.se/). The current generation of investigators owe much to the foresight, diligence and hard work of scientists several decades ago who began the process of building up these biobanks; no less important has been the commitment of the public to donate their time, blood, and other biosamples, and to communicate information about their personal characteristics, lifestyle, and social circumstances for the sake of biomedical research.
Meta-analyzing results from multiple diverse and relatively small cohorts has facilitated huge progress in population genetics, yet the heterogeneous characteristics of these cohorts and the consequent need to work with the lowest common denominators when defining traits and exposures of interest is a considerable limitation of the approach, not least because statistical power is often diminished and the range of research questions that can be addressed is restricted. Hence, focusing on single (or a small number of comparable), large prospective cohorts may be a fruitful strategy for future studies of genes, environments, and complex disease [7•] .
To address some of these issues, we conceived two studies: GLACIER (Gene-Lifestyle Interactions and Complex Traits Involved in Elevated Disease Risk) and VIKING (Västerbotten Imputation Databank of Near-Complete Genomes). The GLACIER Study has already contributed to many publications focused on gene-lifestyle interactions and genetic association studies in complex cardiometabolic traits (described below), whereas the VIKING Study is underway, building on GLACIER by including genealogical data that will be used to undertake heritability studies and long-range phasing of the genome, which will enable the relationships between the diploid nature of human genome and diseases to be investigated. Both studies capitalize on existing resources and characteristics, which include i) a large, wellcharacterized prospective cohort study (the Northern Sweden Health and Disease Study Cohort); ii) a low-admixture population within which several major complex diseases are common; iii) expertly curated registries (of disease, prescription medications, and vital statistics, etc.); iv) access to a 12-digit code, unique to each and every Swedish citizen, that can be used to link together these bioresources at an individual level.
New Perspectives on Complex Diseases
Understanding connections between different complex diseases is an important and emerging challenge in the field of biomedicine, not least because researching these connections will help illustrate the integrated nature of multiple agingrelated diseases; more importantly though, by better understanding these links, simultaneous disease prevention or treatment may be possible.
Since 80 % of type 2 diabetics are obese at diagnosis and 65 % of them progress to CVD, the shared risk factors and biologic pathways for these diseases is widely recognized [8] . More recently, connections between these and other complex diseases (e.g., infection, cognitive decline, osteoporosis, and malignancies) have emerged. For example, herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) causes cold sores, but can also promote beta-amyloid deposition, a component of amyloid plaques, tau phosphorylation, which destabilizes CNS microtubules, and demyelination of neuronal myelin sheaths, each being key features of Alzheimer's pathophysiology [9, 10] . HSV-1 has also been linked with CVD [11] .
The major genetic risk marker for Alzheimer's is the apolipoprotein E (APOE) e4 allele [12] . APOE encodes a major component of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins (chylomicrons and chylomicron remnants), VLDL (very low density lipoproteins), and IDL (intermediate density lipoproteins), and transports cholesterol, lipoproteins, and fat-soluble vitamins to the blood via the lymphatic system. APOE mutations are associated with common hypercholesterolemia [13] , renal cell carcinoma [14] , and familial type III hyperlipoproteinemia. Thus, infection, cognitive decline, cancer, and CVD are all biologically linked diseases.
Bone-derived proteins such as osteocalcin (encoded by gamma-carboxyglutamic acid-containing protein (BGLAP) and secreted by osteoblasts) are bone formation markers. Osteoblast/clast-secreted proteins also play an important role in insulin secretion and action, glucose metabolism [15] , cancer [16] , and vascular calcification [17] , thereby linking bone formation, diabetes, malignancies, and atherosclerosis.
A major determinant of bone formation, and an important health problem in Sweden as a result of the long and dark winter months, is vitamin D deficiency [18] . The health implications of vitamin D deficiency include osteoporosis, diabetes, and a range of cancers, amongst other morbidities [19] . Whether causal or not [20, 21] , these relationships indicate an underlying unifying component to these diseases that is at least correlated with vitamin D deficiency.
A large European collection of prospective cohort studies, called Me-Can, has reported associations between cardiometabolic traits (body mass index [BMI] , blood pressure, fasting glucose, total cholesterol, and triglycerides) and numerous cancer sites [22-25, 26•, 27, 28] . Generally, the metabolic risk factors are associated with cancers in a manner consistent with their risk for CVD endpoints, although not always. For example, total cholesterol is inversely associated with multiple cancers [22] , and elevated fasting glucose and triglyceride concentrations conveyed lower risk of prostate cancer [26•] , as does type 2 diabetes [29] . Genetic association studies, which are less prone to reverse-causality and confounding than conventional observational studies, support these findings. For example, variation at TCF7L2 impacts type 2 diabetes [30] , colorectal cancer [31] , and obesity [32•] ; the JAZF1 locus influences endometrial cancer [33] risk; JAZF1 and HNF1B influence type 2 diabetes and prostate cancer [34] risk; and the FTO locus associates with obesity, type 2 diabetes, and breast cancer [35, 36] . In addition, chromosomal abnormalities such as aneuploidy or copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (clonal mosaic events) are abundant in cancer [37] and type 2 diabetes [38] .
Materials & Methods

Participants
The GLACIER and VIKING Studies draw upon a wealth of existing biomedical data and survey materials available in a prospective biobank collated under the umbrella of the NSHDS (Northern Sweden Health and Disease Study) at the Department of Biobank Research (also called the Medical Biobank) at Umeå University (http://www.biobank.umu.se/ biobank/). The NSHDS comprises three ongoing studies [39••] , the largest of which is the population-based Västerbottens Hälsoundersökning (Västerbottens Health Survey, VHU), also known as the Västerbottens Intervention Program (VIP). Other cohorts within the NSHDS include the population-based Northern Sweden MONICA (Multinational Monitoring of Trends and Determinants in Cardiovascular Disease) project and the Northern Sweden Mammography Screening Project. Currently, these three studies account for roughly 95,000, 29,000, and 11,000 unique biobank participants, respectively, with 135,000, 54,000, and 14,000 registered sampling occasions to date. The GLACIER and VI-KING studies primarily focus on the VHU data, although as outlined below in the Summary of Key Findings, the use of disease registry data requires the inclusion of participants outside the VHU.
Established in 2008, the GLACIER Study comprises a cohort suitable for studies on the genetics of complex cardiometabolic traits and gene-environment interactions, nested within the NSHDS. The GLACIER Study includes roughly 20,000 participants who underwent the baseline health examination between 1985 and 2004, of whom around 7,000 have undergone a 10-year follow-up exam (with ongoing data collection). All participants whose data are collated in the NSHDS have provided written, informed consent for their data and biomaterials to be used for biomedical research, and the regional ethical review board in Umeå has approved all aspects of the GLACIER Study as well as a pilot project for the VIKING Study. Further ethics permissions will be sought as the VIKING Study evolves and new projects emerge.
Physical Measurements
Since 1985, all residents within the county of Västerbotten (total population~260,000) have been invited to visit their primary health care center for a clinical health examination in the year of their 40th, 50th, and 60th birthdays. The protocol is standardized across study centers and conducted by trained research nurses. The extensive health examination in VHU includes basic anthropometry: weight (to the nearest 0.1 kg) was measured with a calibrated balance-beam scale with the participants wearing light clothes without shoes. Height was measured to the nearest 1 cm using a wall-mounted stadiometer. BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height (m) squared. Waist circumference was measured in a subgroup using a non-stretchable nylon tape at the midpoint between the 12th rib and the iliac crest. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were measured once using a mercury sphygmomanometer following a 5 min rest with the participant in the supine position.
Biochemistry
Fasting whole blood samples were drawn from an antecubital vein, processed (into plasma, buffy coat, and erythrocytes), and stored at -80°C at the Northern Sweden Biobank pending biochemical analyses. Capillary blood was drawn prior to and 2 h after administration of a 75-g oral glucose load, and plasma glucose, serum total cholesterol, and triglycerides were measured with a Reflotron bench-top analyzer (Roche Diagnostics Scandinavia AB). High-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol was measured in a subgroup of participants. Information on participants' fasting status was also collected: in GLACIER more than 80 % report being fasted>8 h,~3 % between 4 to 8 h,~1 %<4 h, and information on fasting is missing for~10 % of GLACIER participants. DNA was extracted from peripheral white blood cells using the Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen AB, Solna, Sweden) and genomic DNA samples were diluted to 4 ng/μl.
Lifestyle Data
During their visits to the primary health care centers participants complete a self-administered questionnaire that collects information about socioeconomy, psychosocial conditions, and diet via a validated semi-quantitative food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ) [40, 41••] . A modified version of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire, the Short Form-36 (SF-36) querying self-rated health, and additional questions about family history of CVD and diabetes, quality of life [42] , social support, working conditions [43, 44] , tobacco use, and alcohol consumption [45, 46] are also included.
The FF Q is designed to capture the habitual diet consumed by people living in northern Sweden and initially consisted of 84 food items, but in 1996 was reduced to 66 items by combining questions on some foods. Participants are asked to indicate intake of each food on a nine-point frequency scale ranging from never to four or more times per day, and also indicate general portion size for three main food groups (potatoes/rice/pasta, meat/fish, and vegetables). The data from the FFQ (used in both VHU and MONICA) are collated, processed, and managed in a separate database, the Northern Sweden Diet Database (NSDD) at the Department of Biobank Research (http://www.biobank.umu.se/biobank/biobankfor-researchers/northern-sweden-diet-database/). Genotyping All GLACIER participants have been genotyped for approximately 150 gene variants, the majority of which were selected from published GWAS meta-analyses of cardiometabolic traits. In 6,000 GLACIER participants, CardioMetaboChip (Illumina Inc.) genotyping was performed (CardioMetaboChip is a finemapping tool containing around 200,000 SNPs from regions of the genome known to harbor cardiometabolic trait-regulating loci [47] ). Further genotyping with the Illumina Human ExomeChip array has been undertaken in roughly 2,500 GLA-CIER participants, which characterizes around 245,000 gene variants restricted to the coding DNA regions (http://genome. sph.umich.edu/wiki/Exome_Chip_Design). Additionally, 3,000 genome-wide Illumina scans have been arrayed on Biobank participants' samples as part of case-control studies for glioma (PI: B. Melin/Umeå University) and osteoporosis (PIs: C. Ohlsson and U. Pettersson Kymmer, Gothenburg/ Umeå University). About 2,000 of these participants overlap with the GLACIER cohort.
Genealogies
The VIKING Study focuses on a target population in the northern and western parts of the county of Västerbotten in northern Sweden, which to a large extent is mapped in a genealogical database with individual-level multigenerational data, administrated by the Demographic Database (DDB) at Umeå University. Data cover the period 1700-1950 and the database is built from the detailed Swedish population registers that, until 1990, constituted the key component of the national system of registration. In more recent years, genealogical data have been collected and managed by Statistics Sweden (http://www.scb.se/en_/). These registers are characterized by their completeness, detail, and wealth of information, including basic demographic information as well as a variety of social variables and different kinds of exposure data. Via linkage to registry data at Statistics Sweden, data can be extended to include the extant population.
The population of Västerbotten has experienced little immigration and migration for many centuries, with >50 % of the extant population stemming from at least seven ancestral Västerbotten generations [48] ; this information is derived primarily from church-book records by the DDB. The church-books are stored on microfiche and are gradually being digitized by trained personnel at the DDB. The genealogical database in the VIKING Study involves complete registration (i.e., all individuals present in a selected geographic region during a selected period are included); this makes the data particularly suitable for genotype imputation and heritability studies. The target population for VIKING has been specifically selected to include geographical areas where a large part of the population was previously included in medical research registers or in prospective cohorts in the Northern Sweden Biobank. However, in order to gain optimal coverage and correspondence, the database is being updated with population data from other major regions of the county. Adding data to the database is of strategic value to VIKING, as there is an extraordinarily high density of biomedical data in this population. For example, biospecimens are available for almost 100 % of age groups 45 -64 and 65 -79 years, as well as for a substantial portion in older and younger age groups across the region. The participation rate in the longitudinal VHU is very high and a large part of the population is also included in the MONICA Study, the Northern Sweden Mammary Screening Cohort, and in the Northern Sweden Maternity Cohort [39••] . All cohorts' data and materials are stored at the Northern Sweden Biobank. A strategic addition of data from new geographic areas also improves the scientific value of the database, by providing bridges between existing regions. Building longitudinal population databases over larger regions, including several neighboring parishes and geographically connected population clusters, will help account for regional migration, thereby increasing the prospects of finding complete life courses and long genealogies for a large majority of the Västerbotten population. This expansion of the VI-KING Study to include population data at present missing in the DDB databases will significantly increase the number of genetically informative individuals, and thus also make an important contribution to the completeness and geographic coverage of the VIKING Study.
Data entry and linkage is executed by the DDB and Statistics Sweden, according to consistent principles and international standards, ensuring consistent data and reliable genealogies [49, 50] . The quality and consistency of the VIKING Study will distinguish it from other resources including genealogical data such as the Icelandic deCODE database and the Utah Resource for Genetic and Epidemiologic Research.
The digitization process involves several phases, all of which are necessary to create a comprehensive database useful for large-scale studies. Data entry from the original sources is followed by different steps of linkage, where numerous person-level records are brought together and genealogies are created. This includes automatic record linkage according to established principles followed by a semi-automated process where residual notations are examined and, if possible, linked. Particular attention is directed towards distinguishing between biological vs. non-biological relationships, as data will be used for issues where information on heritability is needed.
Methods for secure linkage to biobank data and other civil registration-based registry resources are developed and evaluated in close cooperation with Statistics Sweden, and have recently been implemented and evaluated on a large-scale basis by the DDB. All procedures have been established in accordance with the Swedish legal framework on confidentiality and protection of privacy, allowing a high level of data security as well as high fidelity. The Swedish Data Inspection Board has been consulted during the process. Linkage to modern registry data will be executed by Statistics Sweden by way of a separate, permanently maintained key table. Data retrievals will, as a rule, be coded. The quality of the linkage between longitudinal population data and civil registration number-based registry resources, using this method, has been validated.
Clinical Registries
The possibility to merge biologic (including genetic), genealogic, socio-demographic, and lifestyle data with data from regional disease registries and the national prescription medication encashment registry creates an exciting opportunity for large-scale studies on gene-lifestyle and gene-drug interactions for a wide-range of disease traits. These registries include myocardial infarction (FIA, N~3,100), stroke (CAST RO, N~2,370), Alzheimer's (N~500), and several cancer sites including breast (N~2,670), prostate (N~2,200), melanoma (N~670), and colorectal (N~1,600). Data from each of these clinical outcome registries are available within the Northern Sweden Biobank, thus access to these databases is accessible to both the VIKING and GLACIER studies.
Overview of Published Findings from the GLACIER Study
We have used the GLACIER Study to undertake studyspecific and consortia-based projects on gene-environment interactions and on the genetic determinants of cardiometabolic disease traits. Below is a summary of key works.
Gene-Lifestyle Interactions in Glycemic Traits
In 2009 we helped established a nutritional genetics working group as part of the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE) consortium. Here, the GLACIER Study, in collaboration with >10 smaller international cohorts, was used to study interactions between gene variants previously associated with glucose or insulin concentrations and dietary exposures in relation to fasting glucose or insulin levels. In the initial study, which reported interactions between these variants and dietary whole grain intake, the strongest interaction effect was for a variant at the GCKR locus and fasting insulin concentrations [51] ; we went on to report interactions between variants at the SLC30A8 locus and total (dietary and supplementary) zinc intake on fasting insulin levels [52] . Additional analyses of interactions between these variants and dietary patterns [53] and magnesium intake [54] yielded predominantly negative findings.
In analyses conducted as part of the MAGIC consortium, the GLACIER Study also contributed to two rare genomewide discovery analyses of genetic interactions with physical activity [55] and BMI [56] in relation to fasting and postchallenge glucose concentrations respectively. Whilst both sets of analyses yielded predominantly negative results, these attempts to conduct such analyses on a genome-wide scale will no doubt represent important stepping stones for subsequent successful gene-environment interaction discovery studies.
Gene-Lifestyle Interactions in Obesity
One of the most widely replicated examples of a gene-lifestyle interaction is between variants at the FTO locus and physical activity in obesity-related traits. The initial study, emanating from a Danish cohort, was soon followed by several replication attempts, which yielded mixed results. Because of this equipoise, we organized a large consortium of cohorts comprising around 240,000 participants to test the hypothesis [57] . Overall, we were able to replicate the interaction effect, but this was driven primarily by the inclusion of cohorts from North America, raising further questions about the nature of this interaction effect that are yet to be answered. Elsewhere, we focused on gene-smoking interactions [58] , seeking replication of earlier findings reported by Freathy et al. [59] and extending these to examine also gene interactions with a type of chewing tobacco (snus) that is common in Sweden and some other Scandinavian countries. In this study we confirmed the original interaction effect, but showed that despite approximately comparable quantities of nicotine (the presumed molecular agent for the interaction) in cigarettes and snus, no such interactions for the latter were evident. We have also studied interactions between a polygenic risk score and physical activity in obesity [60] . Our analysis, which included the GLACIER cohort and other Scandinavian and Europeanancestry cohorts, sought in part to replicate a finding reported previously in a cohort from Norfolk in the UK [61] . Our study included around 110,000 adults and aside from demonstrating that genetic risk of obesity is marginally less in physically active people, we also described a range of methodological issues that should be considered when studying geneenvironment interactions.
Genetic Associations with Nutrients and Dietary Factors
In studies on macronutrient intake [62] , genetic variation close to FGF21 (rs838145) was associated at genome-wide levels of statistical significance with higher dietary carbohydrate and lower dietary fat intake. The same variants were also associated with circulating FGF21 protein levels (p<0.05), but not with FGF21 expression in blood or brain. We also identified an association between the BMI-associated allele at FTO (rs1421085) and higher protein intake, which was genomewide significant before adjustment for BMI, and marginally less so after BMI adjustment. In subsequent analyses [63] , we confirmed that the BMI-increasing allele of the FTO variant is associated with higher dietary protein intake, and also reported its association with lower dietary carbohydrate and total energy intake. Of these, the associations between FTO and protein and total energy intakes remained statistically significant after adjustment for BMI. In separate analyses involving the GLA-CIER Study (Cornelis et al. Mol Psych. In press), we identified eight loci that were associated at a genome-wide level of significance with coffee intake (0.03 -0.14 cups/day per effect allele), explaining~1.3 % of the variance in coffee intake. Six variants are proximal to genes that are candidates for caffeine pharmacokinetics (ABCG2, AHR, POR, CYP1A2) and pharmacodynamics (BDNF, SLC6A4).
Genetic Associations with Blood Lipid Concentrations and Coronary Artery Disease (CAD)
The GLACIER Study and its investigators have played central roles in large-scale consortia designed to discover genetic risk variants for dyslipidemia and CAD, which have since led to several high profile publications [13, 60, [64] [65] [66] . Using the GLACIER Study, we proceeded to examine whether the variants associated cross-sectionally with blood lipid concentrations also predict the long-term deterioration in blood lipids [67••] , the latter of which is informative as an intermediate risk factor for CAD. Through those analyses in the GLACIER cohort, which we replicated in a cohort from southern Sweden (the Malmö Diet and Cancer Study), we were able to determine that whilst some genetic variants appear to be associated with chronically elevated blood lipid levels, others are associated with change in lipid levels over time. The 10-year repeated measures data for lipids (and most other variables) render the GLACIER dataset especially powerful for the analysis of temporal effects (Fig. 1) . Although the factors that underlie this effect are unknown, it is likely that it reflects interactions between these gene variants and aging-related factors (i.e., gene-environment interactions).
Genetic Associations with Glycemic Traits and Type 2 Diabetes
Our initial publication in the Västerbotten materials focused on replicating and extending associations between common variants at the wolframin-encoding gene (WFS1) and type 2 diabetes and glycemic traits [68] . Defects in WFS1 (4 Chr 4p16.1) cause a rare, childhood-onset autosomal-recessive neurological disorder called Wolfram syndrome (OMIM: #222300). The disease is also called DIDMOAD, referring to its key pathophysiological features: diabetes insipidus, (non-autoimmune) diabetes mellitus with optic atrophy, and deafness. In 2007, several common WFS1 variants were reportedly associated with adult-onset type 2 diabetes [69] . Our study in the Västerbotten population [68] replicated those findings and reported novel associations with fasting and post-challenge blood glucose concentrations. We combined these data with those from several other cohorts using metaanalysis to support our findings. We later used data from the Västerbotten cohort along with these from elsewhere to finemap the WFS1 locus [70] .
In a subsequent analysis [71] , we examined the extent to which loci previously associated with blood concentrations of glucose, insulin, lipids, and with BMI increase the discriminative ability of type 2 diabetes prediction models. Model 1, including only SNPs associated with type 2 diabetes, had a discriminative power of 0.591 (p<1.00×10 −20 vs. null model)
as estimated by the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC AUC). Model 2, including only fasting glucose/insulin SNPs, had a significantly higher discriminative power than the null model (ROC AUC 0.543; p=9.38× 10 −6 vs. null model), but lower discriminative power than model 1 (p=5.92×10
−5
). Model 3, with only lipid-associated SNPs, had significantly higher discriminative power than the null model (ROC AUC 0.565; p=1.44×10 ); its ROC AUC was 0.626, which is, nevertheless, likely too low to be of use in clinical practice. The GLACIER Study and its investigators have also helped lead efforts to discover genetic variants associated with blood glucose concentrations as part of the MAGIC consortium [72] . We carried forward some of those discoveries in the prospective sub-cohort of the GLACIER Study to assess whether they predict long-term changes in fasting and postoral glucose challenge blood glucose levels [73••] , and whether their predictive ability complimented that of conventional risk prediction algorithms including non-genetic data. In those analyses, we were able to distinguish genetic variants that are associated with chronically elevated blood glucose levels from those that are associated with a loss of glucose control over a decade of follow-up; however, we also showed that these variants, when modeled jointly, yield only marginal improvements in predictive accuracy compared with conventional risk prediction algorithms.
A recent trend in complex traits genetics research has been towards the fine mapping of specific regions of the genome, such as those that code functional elements. Through collaboration with the Danish LuCamp consortium, we used our data to replicate a number of quantitative trait loci, although no striking evidence of association with type 2 diabetes was found [74] .
Genetic Associations with Obesity-Associated Traits
Our initial obesity genetics paper focused on associations of nine loci discovered by the GIANT consortium. Our study extended those findings by demonstrating associations of these variants with adipose fat mass and type 2 diabetes [75] . Here we determined for the first time that a variant in the MC4R region was associated with type 2 diabetes, a result that was later confirmed by the DIAGRAM+ consortium [76] . The GLACIER Study has since contributed to a number of meta-analyses that have sought to discover novel associations for anthropometric traits [77] [78] [79] or to confirm existing purported associations (Stijnen et al. Am J Epid. In press).
Overview of Ongoing Work Within the VIKING Study
The VIKING Study's overarching objectives are i) to build on the GLACIER Study and the genealogical data curated by the DDB and Statistics Sweden to obtain near-complete genome sequences in a large proportion of the Västerbotten population, ii) to combine these data with information from the Northern Sweden Biobank and regional/national disease registries, and iii) to discover gene variants, which, owing to Cross-sectional studies are most likely to detect loci with constant effects, as the sampling time (age) has no impact on genetic effects. By contrast, time-varying genetic effects may be undetectable in a cross-sectional analysis if the age-range of the participating cohorts is broad, or if the sampling occasion is at the cross-over point. Moreover, cross-sectional studies in younger adults would conclude that genotype A/A is protective, even though the genotype conveys high risk later in life interactions with exposures and treatments, might be used to guide stratified treatment decisions for complex diseases.
Specific aims i. Estimate heritability for a range of phenotypes, whilst also accounting for the presence of gene-environment interactions ii. Use genetic data in index persons from the Skellefteå and Norsjö regions of northern Sweden to impute genotypes into the Västerbotten population at large. Analyses using data from the Umeå region are also planned, as those data will soon be available iii. Use imputed genotype data to study genetic susceptibility to environmental risk factors for complex diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes and CVD) iv. Combine genetic and genealogical data to study genetic imprinting and parent-of-origin effects in relation to complex disease predisposition
Long-Range Phasing and Haplotype Imputation
Determining the parental origin of a pair of alleles at a given genotype can prove useful for numerous genetic analyses (see below), but this requires genetic data to be 'phased'. Knowing a population's genealogical structure, and combining this with targeted direct genotyping in selected individuals has previously been used successfully to impute large amounts of genetic data in Iceland [80, 81] and in Finland as part of the SiSu project (Sequencing Initiative Suomi) [82] . In VIKING this can be achieved using high quality genealogical data for northern Sweden, digitized by the DDB. An example is given below:
In a pilot study we mapped the genealogies of people living in the Skellefteå region between 1700 and 1950, (see Table 1 ) taking GLACIER participants with existing genetic data as the index individuals. In total there are 467 families comprising 4,235 genotyped individuals, with each family ranging in size from one (175 genotyped participants have no record of a relative in the database) to 151,823 (one family with extended genealogy) (see Table 1 ). The family with the extended genealogy spans >12 generations, descending from 4,155 founders and containing 3,747 individuals with existing genotype data, and constitutes 80 -95 % of the total population during the lifetime of this pedigree (see Table 1 ). The longest ancestral path includes 12 ancestors (43 individuals have 12 ancestors in the pedigree). Most of the individuals in this pedigree have ancestral paths including between six and 10 individuals. Assuming all founders are unrelated, the minimum inbreeding coefficient is 0.000019. The average inbreeding coefficient is 0.0028 and the average inbreeding coefficient in individuals born from consanguineous unions is 0.0077. However, in the complex family structures, different breeding schemes can result in similar inbreeding coefficient and making conclusions about mating solely based on the inbreeding coefficients can sometimes be misleading. Among those in this extended pedigree,~10,000 have detailed phenotype data and blood samples stored in the Northern Sweden Biobank (with about 2,000 having detailed genetic data). Of these 10,000, there are 133 trios, 55 father-offspring pairs, 274 mother-offspring pairs, and 3,556 sib-pairs.
Parent-of-Origin Studies
Knowing from which parent an allele has been inherited is important when maternally and paternally inherited alleles convey different effects on disease predisposition. The impact of these so-called parent-of-origin effects on complex traits is unclear. Although in murine models, many studies have The generational depths shown above assume on average two generations for the population since 1950 and that all lineages from 1950 are represented in the extant population. The exact number of generations and size of the extant population will be known when the database is complete.
reported parent-of-origin effects for a range of traits [83] . Evidence in humans is far less extensive, in part because the data needed to study such effects is often unavailable. However, recent methodological developments using variance estimates extracted from genome-wide genotype data in unrelated individuals [84] will likely facilitate parent-of-origin effect studies in human populations. Although this approach shows promise, examining differential transcription at an allelic level, which is an important feature of parent-of-origin effect studies, requires the knowledge of the maternal and paternal alleles. In the VIKING Study we have a unique opportunity to study parent-of-origin effects for a number of phenotypes owing to the availability of detailed biomedical and demographic data.
Summary & Conclusions
The first whole genome sequences published in 2001 cost around 70 million euros to obtain, [85, 86] which dramatically contrasts today's~2,000 euros price tag (for 30X coverage, which is at least sufficient to identify all genomic variants down to 0.5 -1 % allele frequency). Even with whole genome sequencing set to fall below 1,000 euros within the next few years, [87, 88] it remains infeasible to directly sequence entire regional populations the size of Västerbotten (~200 million euros). However, in low-admixed populations where detailed, accurate genealogies are available, near-complete genomes can also be obtained by imputing genome sequences, providing genetic information is available for a suitable subsample, i.e. in the Icelandic population imputation into 296,256 ungenotyped relatives of 95,085 genotyped individuals having GWAS data and additional 2,230 having sequence data [81] . As shown in Table 2 , roughly one half of the Västerbotten population is estimated to have ancestral lineages extending back between seven and 12 generations (1700s and earlier); this, combined with low immigration and emigration, means that many Västerbotten residents are direct decedents of the population's founders, making Västerbotten ideal for the whole-genome phasing and imputation. The optimal scenario is thus one where a genome sequence databank is accessible for an entire regional population in which detailed information on non-genetic risk factors and disease incidence is also available. Although this idea was inconceivable only a few years ago, major advances in computational methods and high-throughput genotyping technologies now permit high-density genotyping arrays to be undertaken in sample collections of several thousand individuals at affordable costs. With the VIKING Study, it is plausible that near-complete genome sequences will be obtainable in the majority of the Västerbotten population, and owing to the dense exposure and phenotype data available within the Northern Sweden Biobank, studies of the nature outlined above may be possible.
